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Conversation with the
Carrico Professionalism Award Winner
Judge Martin F. Clark, Jr.
By Patrick J. Austin
The Criminal Law Section of the Virginia State Bar named
Judge Martin F. Clark, Jr. the recipient of the 2018 Harry
L. Carrico Professionalism Award. This is a prestigious
accolade recognizing a judge, defense attorney, prosecutor,
clerk or other individual who made a singular and unique
contribution to the improvement of the criminal justice
system in Virginia. I had the opportunity to speak with
Judge Clark to get his thoughts about what it means to
be professional in the practice of law today, his journey to
becoming a lawyer and a judge, along with his incredible,
varied career as an attorney and published author.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:
Q:
A:

First and foremost, congratulations on receiving
the Carrico Professionalism Award. How did you
learn you were going to be named the winner?
Thanks. Two lawyers from our local bar
stopped by my office and gave me the news. I
was happy and humbled. It was also very
gratifying because Justice Carrico and I were
friends, and I thought the world of him.
You were presented with the Carrico Award
on February 9, 2018, during the Criminal Law
Section’s 48th Annual Criminal Law Seminar
in Williamsburg. How was the event?
It was fun. My wife went with me, and we actually
attended a couple of classes before lunch. I
also made a new pal, Judge John Gibney, who’s
smart as can be and a crackerjack speaker.
What does “professionalism” mean to you?
I began practicing in 1984, at the very tail end of a
remarkable time in my region. I tried cases against
A. L. Philpott, Jim Young, Ben Gardner, Jane Glenn,
Roscoe Reynolds and the best all-around lawyer I’ve
ever known, Dave Worthy. I learned from my dad, Fill,
who was—in my biased opinion—the finest courtroom
lawyer in Southside Virginia until the day he died.
They were all aggressive and fierce advocates for
their clients and they pushed—sometimes very
vocally—right up to the margins in an effort to serve
the people who’d hired them. They raised their
voices, wagged fingers, argued until they were red
in the face and challenged judges, but they always

understood where
the line is. Then
they shook hands
and went about
their business.
Knowing where
and how to draw
that line is what
professionalism
is all about.

Q:
A:

What drew
you to the
legal profession? Was it your family
connection to the practice of law?
Both my dad and uncle, Henry Clark, were
lawyers. My dad was never a judge—I’m not
sure how that made it into the press release
from the bar. While they were both pleased
that I wound up with a law license, they never
really pushed me one way or the other.
Continued on next page Ø
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Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Q:
A:

most pro se habitual offender petitions take three
or four tries before we can finally have a hearing.

After you graduated from University of Virginia
School of Law, what was your first legal job?
I returned home to Stuart and went to work
in a typical rural general practice.
Did you have an interest in becoming a judge
early on in your career or did the opportunity to
join the judiciary occur through happenstance?

Q:
A:

I became a substitute judge and really
enjoyed the gig. When the opportunity to
do it full-time came around, I applied for
the job. Truth is, I wanted to be a writer, but
that career wasn’t going so well early on.

Q:

If you could make one change to the legal
profession in Virginia, what would it be?

A:

The legal profession’s effort to make “routine”
forms and procedures available to the public
is misguided. Take no-fault divorces: People
download a series of “do-it-yourself” forms
through a portal and try to complete their own
divorces. While well intentioned, this usually leads
to litigant frustration, delays, and bogs down the
courts and clerks. A layperson files a handful
of papers, virtually always filled with errors,
and expects a quick resolution. He or she then
becomes angry at the clerk and judge because
the case is a mess, we can’t “help” them, and the
case drags on and on until the litigant finally sees
a lawyer, who has to start from scratch. Their
situation is worse, not better, and they come
to believe that the court system is unfair and
uninterested in their situation. Same issue with
name changes involving minor children—pro se
filings are almost always a wholesale failure. And

Q:
A:
Q:
A:

Along with a successful legal career, you have
enjoyed major success in the literary profession.
Tell me about your decision to become an author.
I enjoy writing novels and have since I was
in college.
After the success of your first novel, “The Many
Aspects of Mobile Home Living,” you were
described by the New York Times as the “thinking
man’s John Grisham, or maybe better, the drinking
man’s John Grisham.” Is that an apt description?
Well, it’s one of the better reviews. They
aren’t all so charitable. Also, it’s nice to be
mentioned in the same sentence with John,
who’s a great writer and a class act.
The main audience for Docket Call is young
attorneys who are looking to establish
themselves in the practice of law. Any advice?
Three things: Prepare, prepare, prepare.
Is there a singular thing or trait that
can help a young lawyer stand out
and learn quickly in their field?
A thick skin and a short memory when it comes to
the case that just went sideways on you.
Patrick J. Austin is a 2013 graduate of the George
Mason University School of Law and is currently
an Attorney-Advisor for the U.S. Department of
Justice in the Office of Information Policy. He
also serves as Editor-in-Chief of the Docket Call.

Let’s Build Your Practice Together.
We take the calls, and you take it from there.
www.vsb.org/vlrs
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In Defense of Obscurity: Why Legal Writing
Shouldn’t Always be “Clear”
By Alexander T. MacDonald
It’s an old saw that legal writing should be “clear.”
The experts are uncharacteristically unanimous on
this point. Nearly every reference book, style guide,
and journal article devoted to the subject treats
clarity as the sine qua non of legal writing. To the
experts, clarity is a virtue under all circumstances.
But put aside for a moment what “clarity” even means—
what is clear writing?—and ask yourself whether
the experts are right. Do people love Shakespeare
because he always got his point across? Or more
prosaically, is the best contract always the clearest
contract? Or is the best brief always the one that
most directly presents the unvarnished truth?
The answer, of course, is no. In legal writing, as in other
types of writing, there are virtues other than clarity.
As an attorney, you represent real people, and those
people’s interests aren’t always served by writing
clearly. In fact, there are times when your client’s
interest will be served not by clarity, but obscurity.
Deemphasizing facts. Good writing, the experts
say, plants a clear image in the reader’s mind.
Paint a picture with your words, they say, and the
reader will remember them long afterward.
But what if you don’t want the reader to remember?
Let’s say your client got into a car wreck. He ran
into some poor old grandmother on her way to a
cancer fundraiser. Do you think planting that image
in the reader’s mind is going to help your client?
Before you answer, consider a few legal-writing
shibboleths. First, the writing experts tell us to always
use concrete terms. Don’t write that someone was
“operating a vehicle,” they say; write instead that
he was “driving a jeep.” Well, it’s true that “driving
a jeep” is more memorable than “operating a
vehicle.” But here, that might mean you have to
write that your client ran into the grandmother’s
Honda with his Mercedes. No sane lawyer would
write that. Instead, you’ll write that your client and
the “plaintiff” (not the grandmother) were “involved
in a collision while operating their vehicles.”
Or how about the passive voice? Writing experts tell us
to always prefer the active voice. It’s more “vigorous,”
they say. But here, that puts your client, literally, in the
driver’s seat. It forces you to say he smacked into the

little old lady at an intersection. That will certainly leave
the reader a clear image—an image of smoldering
Honda parts and scattered blue hair. So of course you
won’t write that. Instead, you’ll write that the old lady’s
“vehicle was repositioned to a new stationary situs.”
The writing experts also tell us to put our most
important words at the end of our sentences. The end
of the sentence is the most emphatic point, they say,
so the experts would have us put our most vivid facts
there. That way, the reader will remember them.
But again, “memorable” may not be what you’re
going for. Think again about the accident. Let’s say
the old lady had her blinker on, which made your
client think she was turning. While you want to
emphasize that fact, you still want to deemphasize
the collision itself. That’s tricky, but it can be done.
Which of these sentences gets you closer?
While plaintiff was stopped at a red
light with her turn signal on, Defendant
drove up from behind and struck her.
Plaintiff and Defendant were involved in
a collision while plaintiff was stopped at
an intersection with her turn signal on.
You see immediately that the second sentence is
better. The first sentence emphasizes the collision
by sticking it at the end. The second sentence
deemphasizes the same fact by burying it in the
middle. Same information, different effect. And
while the second sentence may be less “clear” or
“vigorous,” it undoubtedly better serves your client.
Concealing disagreements. Sometimes clarity
isn’t desirable for another reason: nobody can
agree about what the document should say.
This problem comes up most often when you’re
negotiating contract language. Let’s say you’re drafting
a labor agreement. Though management and the union
have worked out the big issues, they still have a few
sticking points. One of those points is how long the union
gets to respond to a certain notice. Management thinks
a few days is enough; the union wants a month. In the
grand scheme of things, this is a small issue, but neither
side is willing to yield. So you, being a pragmatist,
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Ø In Defense of Obscurity, continued from previous page

write that the union gets a “reasonable” time.

writing, clarity must occasionally yield to decorum.

That kind of writing makes experts howl. They
say it’s not clear; that it’s indeterminate; that it’s
mushy. And of course, they’re right. But they’re also
missing the point. The whole point of mushy writing
is to paper over disagreements. It’s hard to tell
what “reasonable” means in that sentence, or in any
sentence. But if you make your meaning any clearer,
one of the parties will object. So you verbally punt.

Let’s say your client is caught in a probate dispute.
She hires you to write a brief for her. How do you
think she’ll feel when she opens your brief and reads
some two-dozen times that her mother is “dead”?
Probably not great. So don’t put her through that.
Instead, write that her mother is “late,” that she’s
“passed away,” or that she’s “no longer with us.”

Now, might you have to fight about what
“reasonable” means later? Yes, you might. But you
might not. And in the meantime, your client has
working assembly lines instead of picket lines.
Avoiding insults. Another reason to embrace
obscurity is to protect people’s feelings.
Again, this flies in the face of standard writing advice.
The experts tell us to always use the most specific, vivid
words available. That is, we should avoid euphemisms
like the plague. But euphemisms exist for a reason.
Sometimes, we don’t use the most direct word because,
frankly, that word isn’t very polite. And in legal

Is that the clearest way to write? Of course not. But
clarity is not a self-evident virtue. Clarity is a tool you
use when being clear is in your client’s interest—just
as obscurity is a tool you use when it’s not. Clarity vs.
obscurity is not, as some would have you believe, a
question of good vs. bad. It’s a question of using the
right tool for the right job. Think about it: would you hire
a handyman who refused to use a hammer because a
screwdriver was sometimes, or even usually, the better
tool? Of course not, and neither would your clients.
Alexander MacDonald is a 2012 graduate of the William
& Mary Marshall-Wythe School of Law. He is now an
associate attorney at Constangy, Brooks, Smith &
Prophete, LLP, and the editor in chief of the Practice Tips
Series. He can be reached at amac2644@gmail.com.

Join us for the
VSB 80th Annual Meeting!
The meeting offers 11 CLE programs,
luncheons, receptions, banquets, athletic
events and awards all in the relaxed setting
of Virginia Beach! Join old friends or make
new friends. If you never attended, the
registration cost is only $140. Join your fellow
lawyers in wishing CHEERS to 80 YEARS!
Annual Meeting Young Lawyers Conference events:
Friday, June 15th
• YLC sponsoring Run in the
Sun- 5k Run – 7:30 am
• YLC Membership and Fellows Reception
& Annual Meeting – 11:45 am
• YLC Membership Casual Reception – 5:00 pm
• YLC sponsoring the CLE “Crimmigration”
2.0: Representing Non-U.S. Citizens in a
Changing Political Climate – 1:30 pm
• YLC sponsoring the CLE Legal 911!
Can You Be Called On in a Disaster?
And When the Bell Tolls for Thee,
How Will You Recover? – 3:15 pm

Saturday, June 16th
• YLC sponsoring a special CLE
called Lawyer Feud – 9:45 am
• YLC sponsoring David T. Stitt Memorial
Volleyball Tournament - 1:00 pm
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Wellness Corner Interview with Leonard C. Heath, Jr.,
President-elect of the Virginia State Bar
By Heather S. Miller, Tiago D. Bezerra, and J. Harrison Powell, II

many sources, including employers and
clients, I have found that the worst kind of
pressure is self-imposed. My experience
has been that generally most lawyers have
two common characteristics. First, we care
about our clients. Second, we have “ Type-A”
personalities, which means that most of
us are simply wrapped way too tight. The
combination of these traits can translate
into stress and other mental health issues.

Leonard C. Heath, Jr. serves as President-elect of
the Virginia State Bard and as a partner of Heath,
Overby, Verser, & Old, PLC. The YLC Wellness Initiative
recently asked Mr. Heath several questions about
the importance of well-being for young lawyers.
Below is an edited version of that exchange.

Q:
A:

What is unique about the practice of
law that makes well-being so vital to
the success of young lawyers?
The legal profession is like the NFL. While
watching great athletes play the game over the
last several decades, a reference to CTE would
have had little meaning to the public, players,
or the League. However, now that the NFL has
discovered the condition called chronic traumatic
encephalopathy (“CTE”), and identified its
prevalence in those who have played long-term in
the NFL, the League is addressing how to reduce
its risks in current players. In other words, the
problem was not noticed, and not addressed,
until its ill-effects were apparent years later.
The legal profession has now had the same
epiphany. We know from various studies that
lawyers have higher rates than the general
public when it comes to elevated stress, work
addiction, anxiety, depression, substance
abuse, and suicide. Given the prevalence
of these ill-effects, as a profession we need
to examine why they are so common.
My father owned a roofing company. As a result,
I worked in my teenage years on a roof. However,
before I ever set foot on a construction site, I
was taught about the dangers associated with
the roofing occupation. Unlike my experience
in roofing, when I went to law school and even
after I graduated, I was not told about the hidden
challenges that can be associated with the
practice of law. Don’t get me wrong, I love our
profession and cannot imagine doing anything
else. It is rewarding and, in many respects, can
actually promote overall wellness. However,
the following are a few of the aspects of the
practice of law that can be problematic:

Q:
A:

B.

Long hours – Many lawyers, especially young
lawyers, work more than 40 hours per week.

C.

Sedentary work – While sedentary
work is generally safe when it comes
to injuries, sedentary work is not
part of a healthy lifestyle.

D.

The blurred boundaries between work
and home life – Technology has evolved
to a point where, if you are not careful,
even when you are physically at home, you
are still mentally “at work.” This inability
to experience downtime is unhealthy.

Why do you think there has been a
renewed interest in this topic?
The main reason is a report that was issued in
August 2017 by the National Task Force on Lawyer
Well-being. The Task Force was conceptualized
and initiated by several organizations both in
and outside of the American Bar Association. The
report starts with the following premise: “ To be
a good lawyer, one has to be a healthy lawyer.”
However, the task force found the following:
A. Various studies identified 21–36% of
all attorneys are problem drinkers;
B. Approximately 28% of all attorneys
report some form of depression;
C. 19% report anxiety;
D. 23% report elevated stress; and
E. 25% fall into the classification
of having a work addiction.
All of this leads to a higher suicide rate among

A.

Pressure – While stress can come from
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attorneys, compared to the general population,
and overall job dissatisfaction. Sadly, many
of these ill-effects first become apparent in
law school. Like the NFL and CTE, the Task
Force report is a clarion call for our profession
to acknowledge a problem and address it.

Q:
A:

Q:
A:

What is the VSB’s role in supporting
attorney well-being?
If you start with the premise that “ to be a good
lawyer, one has to be a healthy lawyer,” then
the VSB must take a leading role in supporting
attorney well-being. One of the first things
that the VSB will do is to promote education
on the topic. Again, without knowledge about
the specific risks inherent in the practice of
law, lawyers will not be able to spot potential
problems or identify the resources available.
Many of the lawyers that run afoul of the VSB’s
disciplinary process have wellness problems.
As the primary function of the VSB must always
be to protect the public, we have learned that
reaching out to lawyers who are suffering
practice-impacting health conditions is best for
not only the attorney, but the attorney’s clients
and the public in general. To the extent that we
can reach out to our colleagues who are in trouble
to help them turn the corner, we should do so.
As the incoming VSB President, why is
wellness such an important topic to you?
I like the fellowship of other lawyers and
judges. Overall, they are a pretty impressive
lot of talented individuals. We need to take
care of not only ourselves, but each other.
I started practicing in 1986 with an excellent
firm in Norfolk. If you took a snapshot of that
firm in 1987, just one year into my practice, there
were approximately 25 attorneys. I enjoyed
working with them because they were excellent
attorneys, wonderful mentors, and all around
good people. If you fast forward to today, two of
those 25 lawyers have committed suicide. This
is unacceptable. I can quickly list another five
lawyers that I know who have taken their lives.
This is a huge loss to our society and we need

Get social:

to take a hard look as to why this is occurring.

Q:
A:

How did you deal with stress and anxiety when
you were a young attorney in Virginia?
When I was a young lawyer, I enjoyed distance
running. Newport News Park is one of the largest
and most beautiful parks on this side of the
Mississippi River. After a run through the park,
the world always appeared a little brighter.
As you get older, life changes and you have to
find other ways of coping with stress. Because of
work and family commitments, and an old knee
injury, I found myself not being able to exercise
the way I used to. Then, one day, my wife bought
me a treadmill and a full spectrum light box. I
initially was put off by the suggestion that I
needed a treadmill. However, she told me that she
thought I needed the treadmill and the light box
to combat something called seasonal affective
disorder. In January and February, when the
daylight hours are at a minimum, apparently I was
turning into a grump at home. No one at work
noticed, but my family did. Fortunately, my wife
knew enough to provide me with the equipment
that I needed to cope with the condition. I quickly
learned of the therapeutic effects of walking
long distances on a treadmill in front of a light
box. This is a great example of people taking
care of other people, since I clearly had not
spotted the problem myself. Simply stated, as a
profession we need to take care of ourselves and
each other so that we can better serve others.

Heather S. Miller is a 2010 graduate of the Washington
College of Law at American University. She is currently
an associate with Sevila, Saunders, Huddleston
& White specializing in domestic relations.
Tiago D. Bezerra is a 2013 graduate of the George
Mason University School of Law. He is currently an
associate with the Law Office of William A. Marr, Jr.
focusing. on representing community associations
(homeowners’ and property owners’ associations
and condominiums) and small businesses.
J. Harrison Powell, II is a 2013 graduate of the
Regent University School of Law. He is currently
an associate with Heath, Overbey, Verser
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President’s Message

Transitions – Do Not Fear Change
By Christopher R. Fortier
President, VSB, YLC President
countries.
We listened to these presentations
looking at how our market
is changing. Today’s young
professionals make up nearly
half of the global workforce but
law firm partners are nearly 70%
baby boomers. Clients want more
transparency and product reflected
in bills. Non-lawyer legal service
providers are gaining traction in
the marketplace, and globalization
allows lawyers in foreign countries
to compete with local attorneys for
work in your neighborhood.
Throughout my career, I have been a
young lawyer and I owned it. I took
every position I could and tried to
expand upon it. However, our times
as young lawyers eventually come
to an end. While we may not take
to the idea of aging out of the term
“young lawyer,” we can continue to
embrace the idea that the profession
evolves. We can still be leaders in
changing the profession.

One of the concepts that gets thrown
around is “future-proofing,” which
is a fancy term for being ready
for the changes that the market
will undergo. The term engenders
fear, as it seems like the future is
our enemy. Not so. Below is some
important advice on how to embrace
this inevitable transition and the
unexpected that is part and parcel of
the future.

The Future of Law Practice Study
Committee aims to evaluate current
developments and assess how these
changes will impact the practice
of law. The Committee also makes
recommendations for further
study by the Bar. The Committee
released its first draft of the report
in September 2016 and will seek to
release another draft in June 2018.

• Do not fear change because it
will happen. Take some time to
study the new trends and think
how you might fit into the trend.
You will not fit into every trend,
but taking the time to keep track
gives you the chance to lead on a
new concept.

During our meetings, we get to hear
from some of the leading futurists,
or attorneys who are trying and
finding new aspects to law practice.
We have heard concepts such as
the non-profit law firm (where the
firm owns itself), accepting Bitcoin
as payment, getting courts to use
online dispute resolution software to
mediate disputes between parties,
handling the access to justice gap,
and how non-lawyer ownership
of law firms is working in other

• Determine the simple versus the
complex. Simpler tasks lend
themselves to automation and
reverse engineering, in other
words, your clients can figure
out the simple tasks. Give your
clients the tools to do the simple
tasks but be available to guide
them through the tricks and traps
that the law may place on them.
• Be Involved in the Profession.
This is where the ideas gather.
Being around your fellow
professionals allows you vent but
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pay attention. These groups are
full of people wanting to discuss
something on their minds. Ideas
flow freely and trends emerge
in these discussions. The Young
Lawyers Conference has been
a great place for me to listen
to great ideas. Take some time
and attend the local happy hour
or be a part of a community
service project. Young Lawyer
groups are always looking for
good people to join them. These
groups will make sure that you do
not feel alone!
Farewell and On to the Next Chapter
This is my final column as YLC
President. I want to thank those who
have worked with me these past five
years. I was brought into the YLC by
Brian Charville (2012–2013 President)
while at an American Bar Association
Young Lawyers Division meeting. It
was fun to see how this organization
worked but it takes many people to
make it work. Maureen Stengel and
Lauren Parrish (and Dolly Shaffner
from July through December) make
the YLC work as our staff liaisons by
answering the odd questions and
making the programs work from
behind the scenes. Thank you to the
Board of Governors, who kept me
on the right path. The Executive
Committee of Dean Lhospital, Brian
Wesley, and Farnaz Thompson
were the best in providing me the
advice and counsel at the times
when I needed it. Our committee
chairs and district representatives
serve as our eyes and ears on the
ground, doing the tough jobs of
building and running programs,
studying the issues at the granular
level, and spreading the word about
the YLC in Virginia’s communities.
Finally, thank you to our volunteers.
Your presence and your assistance
inspires me every day and for those
of you who I met, I enjoyed talking
with each of you!

It’s Time For Virtual Venue
by Scott A. Nerlino
Courts across the country are inundated with filings which
place tremendous pressure on judges and clerks. This
can result is significant delays and inefficiencies in the
resolution of legal disputes. We must begin to address
this problem before the courts become completely
overwhelmed. Thankfully, a potential solution to this
problem is already technologically available—virtual venue.
What is Virtual Venue?
Virtual venue is a catchy name for the concept of having
a case heard where the participants are remote. In other
words, rather than driving to the court house, waiting
in the security line, figuring out where to store your
cell phone, taking time off work, etc., you can attend a
hearing online via a Go To Meeting-type system. This will
save the parties time and hassle, the lawyers time and
hassle, and reduce administrative costs for the courts.
Constitutional Concerns and Limitations
Innovating the court system and harnessing technology
to improve efficiency makes sense. However, there are
some potential problems that need to be addressed.
•

•

•

•

•

Concern 1 - One party wants to use the
technology, but the other does not.
o
Solution: Deal with it. In most cases, at least
one party does not really want to show up
in court for a hearing or trial, but they show
up because the court ordered them to do
so. The same rationale applies to attending
a Go To Meeting-style court hearing.
Concern 2 - Lawyers want to see the entire courtroom.
o
Solution: Limit the technology to the smalls
claims court and traffic infractions that
do not include a possibility of jail time.
Concern 3 - Venue and Jurisdiction.
o
Solution: Venue can be voluntarily waived
so the judge then only needs to be located
in a court that has jurisdiction.
Concern 4 - Sharing exhibits and evidence.
o
Solution: All evidence must be provided to the
court before the event and must be digitized.
Non-digital evidence cannot be used.
Concern 5 - Technology failure.
o
Solution: If the technology fails once, require
people to appear in court. This can work like
a return date in the General District Court.

If we simply put a few limitations on how we
implement the technology, we can address most potential
pitfalls. Of course, this does not address all of the cases
that will come through, but most small claims and traffic
court matters can be handled under these limitations.
How to Implement a Trial Program
An initial implementation of the program would need to be
initiated by a court and require the necessary software and
infrastructure to be put in place. In most cases, this could
be achieved by allowing the vendor to receive a per usage
fee or for an upfront payment that the court. I concede this
is not as easy as two sentences, but I doubt this audience
wants to hear the details of software deployment.
Once instituted, the court can offer virtual venue for a limited
number of cases on a first come first serve basis for small
claims court. On the small claims form, there can be an option
to select the virtual venue and require the defendant do the
same. Once the court receives the form, it then provides both
parties with a date, time, and weblink for the trial. Parties can
then give the link to their witnesses who can also appear.
Parties and witnesses would be able to validate their
connection, microphone, and video camera prior to trial
and any issues, including issues at trial, would result in
moving the case back to a traditional appearance.
It would be required that all witnesses and parties be visible
on camera for the judge. Further each party would need
to digitize their evidence, either by providing the court
with originals, or uploading scans. This will provide the
judge with the same information as in a traditional trial.
From here, the court can provide feedback on the pilot
program and work with the vendor to enhance the software
and handle issues before a more general roll out.
By using technology to reduce costs and stresses on
the court system, we can reallocate resources to much
needed other places within the court system. So give it a
consideration and let’s start a dialog to make this a reality.

Scott A. Nerlino is a 2013 graduate of George Mason
University School of Law. He is an attorney and
currently a data scientist at Aptima, Inc. working on
DARPA’s Plan-X, a foundational cyberwarfare program
to develop platforms for the Department of Defense,
to plan for, conduct, and assess cyberwarfare. He
can be reached at Scott.Nerlino@blueteam.io.

the technology, we can address most potential
pitfalls. Of course, this does not address
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276-223-4130
rwolfe@wwrrlawfirm.com

Kristopher R. McClellan
1st District Representative
Chesapeake
610-761-4806
kristopher.mcclellan@gmail.com

Melissa A. Alfano
At-Large Representative
Washington
202-370-0138
alfano.melissa@gmail.com

Shemeka C. Hankins
2nd District Representative
Norfolk
757-664-4811
Shemeka.hankins@norfolk.gov

Giovanni DiMaggio
At-Large Representative
Washington
201-240-7366
giodimaggio@gmail.com

Melissa Y. “Missy” York
3rd District Representative
Richmond
804-622-1131
myork@hccw.com

Craig E. Ellis
At-Large Representative
Chesapeake
757-382-3200
cellis@cityofchesapeake.net

Laura M. O’Brien
4th District Representative
Fairfax
703-224-0888
Lobrien@kbdfamilylaw.com

Melissa A. Little
Fairfax
703-691-1235
mlittle170@gmail.com

Jennifer A. Fulmer
5th District Representative
Fairfax
703-504-9153
jenniferhaberlin@yahoo.com

Providence E. Napoleon
At-Large Representative
Richmond
202 683-3854
providence.napoleon@allenovery.com

Joshua M. Parrett
6th District Representative
Stafford
540-717-0460
parrettlaw@gmail.com

Dean E. Lhospital
Immediate Past President
Charlottesville
434-982-1941
del6u@virginia.edu

Nerissa N. Rouzer
7th District Representative
Charlottesville
804-683-8089
nerissa.neal@gmail.com
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